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Abstract. In concept learning from instances, a partially ordered concept
space is searched. Whereas top-down methods search the whole space,
bottom-up methods search a reduced space whose elements are most
specific generalizations of positive instances. In this work we give the
foundations for this reduction, and propose a method that performs a
bidirectional search of this reduced space using a Tabu search strategy.

1 INTRO DUCTIO N

Here we consider concept learning from instances of disjoint
classes. Most symbolic methods address this problem by sear-
ching, for each class, a ÒÊbestÊÓ concept definition, according to
some preference criteria, within a concept space. The instances of
the target class are seen as the positive ones and the others as the
negative ones. In rule learning methods, an element of the con-
cept space is a set of conjunctive terms, each of which represents
the left part of a rule.  As the concept space (called E throughout
this paper) is partially ordered, most methods perform either
bottom-up searches (from specific to general) as EACH [18] or
RISE [9], or top-down searches (from general to specific) as AQ
[14] or CN2 [6]. However bottom-up methods search a reduced
space (called ε throughout this paper) as only particular con-
junctive terms are searched for: the ones, which are most specific
generalizations of subsets of positive instances.
For example, let us consider the three following positive instan-
ces of a target concept: {red, Êheavy, square} (i1), {red, ligth,
circle} (i2)  and {white, ligth square} (i3). The reduced concept
space contains the three examples plus {red}Ê (the most specific
generalization of i1 and i2), {square} (m.s.g. of i1 and i3), {lightÊ}
(m.s.g. of i2 and i3) and the universal concept {anythingÊ} (m.g.s.
of i1, i2 and i3). Any other term, such that {whiteÊ} or {Êwhite,
squareÊ}, simply is not considered by bottom-up methods. For-
mally, the foundations for that is the following: first, such terms
(i.e. {white} and {white, square}) exactly cover the same positive
instances as a term belonging to the reduced space, namely
{white, ligth, square} that only covers i3; second, such terms
(i.e. {whiteÊ} and {white square}) necessarily cover more nega-
tive instances than {white, ligth, squareÊ} which is a most spe-
cific one. As a consequence, and as far as evaluating terms only
relies  on instances covering, most specific terms should be
preferred.
From a logical point of view, the point is simply that all white
positive instances are white ligth squares, and more generally
that such implications holding on positive instances introduce a

kind of redundancy that is eliminated when reducing the search
space as mentioned above. Such redundancies have various
origins: they are either related to the domain (e.g. squares are
quadrilaterals), or both to positive and negative instances (e.g.
all known white instances are squares) or only to positive ins-
tances (e.g. all known white positive instances are light squa-
res).
In this paper we discuss top-down search of reduced spaces and
present a learning algorithm performing a bidirectional search of
such spaces. In what follows we suppose that learning a concept
definition is performed following a set greedy covering strategy:
at each step a space E of conjunctive terms is searched for, and a
best term, according to a score function F, is selected (as in AQ
or CN).
In section 1 we first discuss our learning settings and some
minimal assumptions allowing to define the reduction, and then
we present some essential properties of the reduced space. A
major assumption is unicity of the most specific generalization of
any subset of instances This last term is then retained as the
representant of the equivalence class of all terms that exactly
cover the same positive instances. A second major assumption  is
that the score function to maximize when selecting a best term,
only relies on instances covering and so is independant of syn-
tactic complexity. The most useful properties presented in this
section are concerned with optimality (the best term of the redu-
ced space is also a best term of the entire space) and exhaustivity
(all terms of the original space have equivalent terms in the redu-
ced space). Section 3 provides top-down and bottom-up opera-
tors to search a reduced space. Section 4 is devoted to related
works, and attempts to give some enligths about this reduction
and its connection with "empirical implications". Section 5
describes Tabata, a learning algorithm performing a bidirectional
search of the reduced space ε using a Tabu search strategy. Sec-
tion 6 is concerned with various experiments about Tabata.

2 STUDY O F THE ÒREDUCED SPACEÓ ε

2.1 Description of the framework

Let I be the learning set of a target concept. I is divided into a set
Ipos of positive instances and a set Ineg of negative instances.
We denote as      Cov    (e) the cover of a term e, i.e. the subset of I
covered by e. In the same way      Cov    +(e) and      Cov    -(e) respectively
represent the positive and the negative cover of e. Hence      Cov    (e)
=      Cov    +(e)       Cov    -(e). Moreover, let us assume that the space of
terms E and the score function F satisfy the three following
assumptions:

A1: let e and f be two terms of E; if e ≤ f (i.e. e is more general
than f), then      Cov    (f)       Cov    (e).
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As a consequence, if e ≤ f then      Cov    +(f)       Cov    +(e) and      Cov    -(f) 
     Cov    -(e). The assumption A1 pictures the usual link between the
syntactic order on E and the set inclusion order of  covers.

A2: there exists an operator, denoted       Max    , which associates to
any subset J of instances of I,  the unique most specific term o f
E which covers (at least) J.
The assumption A2 supposes that such a most specific term  i s
unique and computable. These assumptions agree with Attri-
bute-Value representation, but also with more powerful represen-
tation formalisms such that Description Logics (e.g. [13], [8],
[20]). However, many restrictions of First Order Logic do not
satisfy the above mentioned assumptions

A3: let e and f be two terms of E; if      Cov    +(e) =      Cov    +(f) and      Cov    -
(e)       Cov    -(f) then F(f)≤F(e).
This is a kind of minimal requirement about the score function to
maximize. The assumption A3 supposes that the score function
does not take into account any syntactic criteria such as the
"size" of terms.

The following example introduces the atomic representation
which will be used  throughout this paper to exemplify our
purpose.
     Example    :
Let A = {square, rectangle, polygon, circle, ellipse, white, red,
big, small, heavy, light} be a set of atoms. Terms and instances
are represented as subsets of A. The subsumption relation ≤ i s
then the set inclusion (i.e. ) (for instance {square} is more
general than {square, red}) and a term e covers an instance i
whenever e subsumes i.
Let Ipos = {i1+, i2+, i3+} and Ineg = {i1-, i2-} where i1+ =
{square, polygon, white, big, heavy}, i2+ = {square, polygon,
white, big, light}, i3+ = {circle, ellipse, red, big, heavy}, i1- =
{square, polygon, white, small, heavy}, i2- = {rectangle, poly-
gon, red, big, heavy}.
Here we have      Cov    ({square}) = {i1+, i2+, i1-},      Cov    +({square})
= {i1+, i2+}, and      Cov    -({square}) = {i1-}.
In such a formalism,       Max    (J) simply performs the intersection of
all the instances of J. For instance       Max    ({i1+, i2-}) ={polygon,
big, heavy}.

2.2 Study of the reduced space ε
As mentioned before, the definition of the reduced space ε relies
on an equivalence between terms. We consider here that two
terms are equivalent if and only if they cover exactly the same
positive instances, and we denote as R this relation. So, to any
equivalence class EC of R corresponds a positive cover. The
lemma below states that whenever J is the positive cover of a
given term e, then       Max    (J), i.e. the most specific term which co-
vers J, does not cover any other positive instances, and as a
consequence is equivalent to e.

Lemma 1:  Let EC be an equivalence class of R, and J be its
positive cover, then       Max    (J) is an element of EC.
Proof: From A2       Max    (J) covers J, and as J is a set of positive
instances, J       Cov    +(      Max    (J)). Also from A2, any term e which
covers J is more general than       Max    (J). Thus, any term e of EC i s
more general than       Max    (J). So, from A1      Cov    +(      Max    (J))       Cov    +(e)
= J. This means that  J =      Cov    +(      Max    (J)) and consequently that
      Max    (J) belongs to EC.

 From now, we define       Max    (J) as the unique representative of the
corresponding equivalence class EC. As a consequence, for any
term e,       Max    (      Cov    +(e)) is the representative of its equivalence
class. Then, given a concept space E satisfying the assumptions
A1 and A2, and a set I of learning  instances, we define here ε as
the space of all these representatives. In fact,       Max    (      Cov    +(e)), that
we will further denote as e+, formally is a "closure" of e (see [10]),
in particular we obviously have e++=e+. Terms of ε will further
be denoted as "closed terms".

     Example       (following):
Among others, the terms {square, white, big}, {polygon, white,
big} and {square, polygon, white, big} cover the same positive
instances, i.e. {i1+, i2+}. Consequently, they belong to the same
equivalence class of R. The representative of this class i s
      Max    ({i1+, i2+}), i.e. {square, polygon, white, big}.

The second lemma below gives the foundation for searching ε
rather than E whenever learning consists in searching for terms
with greatest score, and as far as assumption A3 holds: for any
term e in E, there is a term in ε, more specific than e (namely
      Max    (      Cov    +(e)) = e+), which has a better score.

Lemma 2: for any term e of E , F(       Max    (      Cov    +(e))) ≥ F(e).
Proof: let EC be the equivalence class of e, and J the positive
cover of  EC,  i.e. Cov+(e) = J. According to Lemma 1,
e+=Max(Cov+(e)) belongs to EC ; it is the representative of EC
in ε. From P1 and as e is more general than e+,  Cov-(e+) 
Cov-(e). Then , from P3, and as Cov+(e+)= Cov+(e) =J, F(e+) ≥
F(e).

In what follows we are concerned with the exploration of the
reduced search space ε. The lemma below states that for any sub-
set J of positive instances,       Max    (J) belongs to ε.

Lemma 3:  Let J be any subset of positive instances of I. Then
      Max    (J) is the representative of an equivalence class of R.
Proof: Let J' be      Cov    +(      Max    (J)) (keep in mind that in our frame-
work,       Max    (J') is the representative of the equivalence class
which cover is J'). As       Max    (J) covers J, J  J'. Furthermore, as
      Max    (J) is more specific than any term which covers J,       Max    (J) i s
more specific than       Max    (J'). As       Max    (J) covers J' and by defini-
tion of       Max    (J') (i.e.       Max    (J') is the most specific term which
covers J'),       Max    (J) is more general than       Max    (J'). Thus,       Max    (J) =
      Max    (J').

The point here is that this is true even when there is no term
whose positive cover is J, and this will be helpful when sear-
ching ε  in a bottom-up way.
The next section is devoted to design specialization and genera-
lization operators to search ε.

3 BO TTO M-UP AND TO P-DO WN
O PERATO RS

Our first purpose here is to compute the set U of all the most
specific elements of ε which are strictly more general than a given
term e of ε. The operator Upper_Cover proposed hereafter mimics
the usal way with which generalization is performed in bottom-
up learning algorithms: each uncovered positive instance i s
used in order to generalize the term: (EACH [18], �l�na [2]).
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Upper_Cover(e): given an element e of ε, for all positive instance
j which does not belong to      Cov    +(e), compute       Max    (      Cov    +(e) 
{j}). Keep only the most specific terms.

Complete proof that Upper_Cover exactly computes U is omitted
here. The proof is  first  based on      Lemma         3     which states that
      Max    (      Cov    +(e)  {j}) belongs to ε, and next on the fact that       Ma        x-   
     Cov    + is computed for all the smallest supersets of      Cov    +(e).

In the same way, our next purpose is to compute the set L of all
the most general elements of ε which are strictly more specific
than a given  term e of ε. Lower_Cover , presented below, is, as far
as we know, the first top-down operator searching ε .

Lower_Cover(e): given an element e of ε, generate the most gene-
ral elements of E which are strictly more specific than e. For any
term f generated in this way, compute       Max    (      Cov    +(f)). Keep only
the most general terms.

The Complete proof that Lower_Cover exactly computes L i s
omitted. It is first based on the fact that for any term x in E,
      Max    (     cov    +(x)) belongs to ε. Next it is shown, using      Lemma         1    ,
that any term t of ε which is strictly more specific than e, also i s
more specific than an element of Lower_Cover.
Note that Lower_Cover(e) supposes that given any element e of
E it is possible to generate the most general elements of E stric-
tly more specific than e.  For instance, when E is a distributive
lattice, such a set of elements is computed by adding particular
terms of the lattice to e (see [10]).

     Example       (following):
The term e = {big} is an element of ε (e =       Max    ({i1+, i2+, i3+}).
More general elements of E strictly more specific than e are ob-
tained by adding to the description of e an atom of A which does
not belong to its description: {big, square}, {big, rectangle}, ...,
{big, light}. The corresponding closed terms are the following:
{square, polygon, white, big}, BOTTOM, ... , {square, polygon,
white, big, light}. Keeping only  most general terms leads to {
{square, polygon, white, big}, {big, heavy} }. Here BOTTOM
denotes the most specific term of E.

4 "EMPIRICAL IMPLICATIO NS"

In order  to enligth the meaning of the reduction proposed here,
let us restate      Cov    +(e)       Cov    +(f) as an "empirical implication": "e
⇒ f" holds on Ipos. Consider for instance a set of positive ins-
tances in which "all squares are white", i.e. {square} ⇒  {white}
holds on Ipos. In this case, {square} and {white, square} are
equivalent and {square} obviously does not belong to ε . More
formally, we have the following property (proof omitted): If b ⇒
a holds on Ipos, and a is not more general than b  then b does
not belong to ε.
 Empirical implications defined as "e ⇒ f holds on I" are the basis
of various work, in particular when considering distributive
lattices (see [21], [4], [10], [3], [16]). In fact, the set of empirical
implications holding on Ipos contain all implications holding
on I (i.e. which are true also on negative instances) together with
background implications which are independent of I (as, for
instance "square ⇒ polygon").
Note that these latter can be induced while coding attributes.
Let us assume, for instance, that a numeric attribute x is represen-
ted as the following set of atoms {≤1, ≤2, ≤3, ≤4,  >1, >2, >3, >4}

where ≤i is true whenever the value of x is lower than i. (the
value 2.5 is then described as {>1, >2, ≤3, ≤4). The empirical
implications induced by the coding are the following: {∀ k≤l, ≤k
⇒ ≤l}, {∀ k≥l, >k ⇒ >l}, and {∀ k≤l, ≤k and >l ⇒ false} (for
more details see [3]).

5 THE LEARNING ALGO RITHM TABATA1

Tabata is a "greedy set covering algorithm" (as AQ [14] for ins-
tance) which iteratively learns the definition of concepts from
instances described using Atomic representation.
Tabata represents the learned definition in the form of a disjunc-
tive formula. As AQ, at each learning step Tabata selects from the
current training set a positive instance - denoted as "seed" - not
yet covered by the current learned disjunction. Then, Tabata
searches ε,  i.e. the space of "closed" terms (w.r.t. the positive
instances belonging to the current training set) which cover the
seed. In this space of "closed" terms, Tabata searches for a single
term which maximizes the number of covered positive instances
and which covers no negative instances. This search is achieved
using a Tabu search strategy described below. Then, the positive
instances covered by the "best" term are removed from the current
training set. This step iterates until the training set is empty .
The main feature of the Tabu meta-heuristic ([11]) is a "Tabu list"
which contains a set of configurations (or terms) regarded as
"tabu configurations". Roughly speaking, this "Tabu list" (whose
size is set up by the user) is a way to escape from  "local optima".
Starting from the "top" (i.e. the most general term) of the reduced
space ε, Tabata searches this space as follows:
Given a term e of ε and the current "Tabu list", Tabata generates a
neighborhood of e NE(e) = Lower_Cover(e)  Upper_Cover(e)
(see section 3). Then, Tabata "walks towards" the element f of
NE(e) which maximizes the score function F (namely, the accura-
cy), even if F(f) < F(e), and which does not belong to the "Tabu
list" (in order to go away from terms already "visited"). While
searching, Tabata updates its "Tabu list" (keeping in it the most
recent terms it "walked towards") and the "best term" found so far.
When a given number of neighborhoods (a parameter set up by
the user) have been generated without improving the score of the
"best term" found so far, Tabata stops its searching.
We give below the pseudo-code of the tabu search step:
/* NEG is the set of negatives instances, and Pos  is the
current subset of yet uncovered  positive instances .
MAXSEARCH is the maximal number of neighborhoods generated
and TABUSIZE is the size of the Tabu list
The score function F is the sum of the positive instances
covered plus the uncovered  negative ones (note that "best
terms" do not cover negative instances).*/
Procedure FindBestTabu(Seed, Pos, NEG, MAXSEARCH,
TABUSIZE)
Let BestT  be NIL. Let TabuList be the empty list.
Let CurrentT be TOP. Let I be 0.
/* TOP is the most general term of ε */
  Do  
Let Neighbors  beLower_Cover(seed,CurrentT) Up-
per_Cover(seed, CurrentT).

I = I + 1
Let MaxT be the term of Neighbors which maximizes F.
  If   (F(MaxT) > F(BestT))

  If   (MaxT covers no negative instances)

                                    
1 http://www-lipn.univ-paris13.fr/membres/soldano/tabata.html
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Let BestT be MaxT.
I = 1.

  If   (The size of TabuList  is ≥ TABUSIZE)
Remove the oldest element of TabuList.

Add MaxTerm to TabuList.
Let CurrentT be MaxT.

  Until   (I > MAXSEARCH)
return(BestT).

When considering multiple classes to learn, concepts simply are
learned one after the other. The resulting learned terms are pre-
misses of rules which conclude on the current concept .
As terms learned by Tabata are most specific ones, two decision
functions have been designed.
The first one associates to each "closed" term learned by Tabata
one most general term which covers exactly the same instances. A
"CN like" decision mode is then used to classify test instances
(see [6]). Hereafter, this decision function is denoted as [CN].
The second decision function uses "closed" terms and a decision
mode which differs from [CN] when the instance to class is not
recognized. In this case, we consider (see [9]) that we are in an
Instance-Based Learning situation. Hence, the decision function
searches for the k closed learned terms nearest to the unrecogni-
zed instance. Hereafter, this decision function is denoted as
[k=n] where n is the number of nearest neighbors.

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIO N

This section presents an empirical evaluation of Tabata. Two
variants of Tabata are used here: Tabata O search the reduced
space ε , when the top-down operator of Tabata N searches the
whole space of terms E.   Throughout these experiments Tabata i s
run using its default parameters (7 for the size of "Tabu list", 10
for the stopping criteria MAXSEARCH and [k=1] for the deci-
sion function).

6.1 Artificial datasets

Predictive accuracy and learning time (CPU time) of CN [6], ID
[1], Tabata O and Tabata N are compared.  As on these two artifi-
cial datasets the decision functions [CN] and [k=n] gave similar
results, the accuracies reported in the curves below are computed
using [CN]. Finally, notice that both CN and ID are run using
their default parameters.

"F11*N"
Any instance of the "F11" problem (see [22]) is described using
11 boolean attributes, ai being the ith attribute. The instances of
a "F11*N" problem are generated by duplicating N times the
instances of the "F11" problem. A side effect of duplications i s
the creation of empirical implications. For example, instances
such that "a1 = 1", are such that "a12 = 1" in the "F11*2" problem
(a12.is the first atom of the duplication). Such duplications
increase the size of E, but not the size of ε .
The experimental protocol is as follows: 200 positive learning
instances and 200 negative learning instances are randomly
selected among the 2048 instances of the "F11*N" problem; the
other 1648 instances are the test instances.
In the case of 6*F11 Tabata O and N accuracies reaches 0.99
when CN score is 0.95 and ID score is 0.88.  Here Tabata takes
adavantage of its bidirectional search strategy. This experiment

highlights that the greater the number of empirical implications,
the faster Tabata O w.r.t. Tabata N despite closures computation.
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 "Even-Parity-3"
Here again, an instance is described using n boolean attributes,
ai being the ith attribute. A positive instance is such that the
sum of its first three attributes is e. Consequently, logical impli-
cations as  "a1 = 1 & a2 = 0 ⇒ a3 = 1" hold on the positive
instances (but not on  negative ones). Other attributes are irrele-
vant. The experimental protocol is as follows: 3000 instances are
randomly generated; 200 positive learning instances and 200
negative learning instances are randomly selected.
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This concept is hard to learn for CN, ID and even for Tabata N.
Tabata O superiority is due here  both to the bidirectional search
strategy and its exploration of the reduced search space ε.

6.2 UCI datasets

In order to compare Tabata with "state-of-the-art" learning algo-
rithms on UCI datasets, three previous experimental evaluations
are used as benchmarks. The databases used here differ in the
number of training instances, the number of concepts to learn, the
type  of  attributes (nominal, ordered, real-valued) Below we give
a brief description of the databases used in the experiments.

Table 1.   References of databases: name, number of instances,
                      number of attributes,  and number of classes.

Ref. Database #inst. #attr.. #classes
___________________________________________________

Chess Chess end game 3196 36 2
Glass 2 Glass 163 9 2
Glass 6 Glass 214 9 6
Clev Cleveland 303 13 2
Iris Iris 150 4 3
Lym Lymphography 148 18 4
TTT Tic Tac Toe 958 9 2
Wave Waveform 5000 21 2
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ÇÊHolte 93ÊÈ([12])
Table 2.  Results of experiments ÇÊHolte 93ÊÈ. First lines  show accuracies
                   and second lines  are CPU times (in seconds)..

Ref 1R C4.5 O[k=1] O[CN] N[CN]
___________________________________________________

Chess 0.676 0.992 0.988 0.991 0.992
338 s. 338 s. 221 s.

Glass 2 0.729 0.743 0.8 0.79 0.798
2 s. 2 s. 6 s.

Glass 6 0.538 0.632 0.698 0.672 0.656
3 s. 3 s. 11 s.

In "Chess" problem, Tabata N is faster than Tabata O. The attribu-
tes are here poorly correlated and there is no real advantage in
earching ε. whereas computing closures has a cost.

ÇÊTheron & Cloete 96ÊÈ([19])
BEXA, CN2 and C4.5 each depends on various parameters. In
[19] various experiments were performed for each algorithm and
each database, and the best  parameters were selected.
Table 3.  Results of experiments ÇÊTheron & Cloete 96ÊÈ.

Ref      BEXA CN2 C4.5 O[k=1]    O[CN]  N[CN]
___________________________________________________

Clev    0.782 0.775 0.759 0.758 0.757 0.774
10 s. 10 s. 14 s.

Iris      0.939 0.926 0.94 0.959 0.952 0.95
0 s. 0s. 0s.

Lym    0.802 0.796 0.771 0.802 0.795 0.807
1 s. 1 s. 2 s.

TTT    0.971 0.989 0.983 0.985 0.988 0.987
19 s. 19 s. 19 s.

ÇÊCarvalho Gomez &  Gascuel 94ÊÈ([5])
Table 4  Results of experiments ÇÊCarvalho Gomez & Gascuel 94ÊÈ.

Ref      CART CN2 SDL O[k=1]    O[CN]  N[CN]
___________________________________________________

Wave  0.68 0.65 0.69 0.787 0.717 0.707
42s. 42 s. 156 s.

As "Waveform" instances are described using numeric attributes,
it is not surprising that Tabata O is faster than Tabata N (see
section 4). Note that in this noisy learning problem, the decision
function [k=n] strongly outperforms the decision function [CN].

To summarize, when empirical implications hold on the positive
instances, Tabata O is faster and learns more accurate concept
descriptions than Tabata N. Tabata O together with the decision
function [k=n] produces description concepts as accurate or
more accurate than "state-fo-the-art" learning algorithms.

7 CO NCLUSIO N

 The basic idea of this paper is that two elements of the space of
terms E are equivalent if they cover the same subset of positive
instances. Based on this equivalence relation, it is then shown
that the space ε whose elements are most specific generalizations
of subsets of positive instances is a reduced space such as for any
term e in E, there is a term in ε which has a better score. Next it i s
highlighted that such a reduction is linked to the notion of
"empirical implications" holding on positive instances, and that
the greater the number of such empirical implications, the stron-
ger the reduction.
It is assumed here that the most specific term which covers a
subset of instances is unique. This assumption is not true in

many interesting restrictions of First Order Logic. Nevertheless
reductions still can be performed (see [7]).
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